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What’s all the buzz about? 

The programme guides to a better understanding of oneself and 
to an ability to change ourselves, our society as well as our global 
environment throughout the process of personal development.

 » Creative expression «
 » Experiential learning «

» Project-based methodology «

    is part of our series of travel-learning 
programmes called NaviGate which consists of three six-weeks 
educational and experiential tours interspersed with inspiring 
internships.

The highlights include artistic approaches, such as drama, music 
or visual arts, and their overlaps with individual, social and global 
development.

The breathtaking six-week programme runs across three of the most 
beautiful towns in Central Europe: 

       CZECH REPUBLIC: Ceský Krumlov

                    POLAND: Lublin

                 SLOVAKIA: Banská Štiavnica
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              is a six-week transformative journey  
focused on self-discovery and self-expression.
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YES!
I want to attend 

                

Do You want to be part of this adventure? 

Are you...

...a dreamer: 
»  A university student or a high school graduate looking for an 
alternative to traditional education?
»  A curious mind decided or undecided about your future studies 
and work?

...an achiever:

»  A student or a fresh graduate ready to actively influence your 
prospective job opportunities?
»  A young professional looking for a career boost or change?

...a traveller

»  A cosmopolitan keen on a special semester off?
»  A vibrant person willing to take part in an extraordinary voyage?

...an entrepreneur

» A creative individual desiring to expand professional 
opportunities?
» A visionary person ready to create new projects, initiatives and 
organizations that make a difference?
 
                 accommodates up to twenty exceptional 
seekers longing to develop themselves through art and social 
engagement.
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What is waiting for you?

» More than 250 hours of workshops, interactive lectures, 
encounters, excursions, discussions
» Wise and experienced mentors and coaches
» Your own project that gives you a new directions
» A certificate

When to start packing? 

The programme will commence on 22 June 2014, starting in the 
Czech Republic and ending with our farewell party in Slovakia on 
3 August 2014.

Czech Highlight: ČCeský Krumlov – GO INTO IT!

The first two weeks will take place in one of the most spectacular historical towns, 
right in the heart of Europe, in the Czech Republic.
The  learning  process  will  focus  on  discovering  oneself  via methods of 
performing arts. It is a journey uncovering who you are, by relating to yourself 
consciously and creatively.

Polish Highlight: Lublin – GO OUT WITH IT!

The second fortnight will be spent in ”the Capital of Festivals”, Poland´s ninth 
largest town, Lublin. We will follow the path of self-expression, engaging in 
activities allowing us to be fully creative, learning about principles of conscious 
communication, experiencing encounters and getting the chance to use gained 
competencies in socially valuable activities.

Slovakian Highlight: Banská Štiavnica – SHARE IT!

During the last two weeks, you will explore the magical beauty of the Slovak 
UNESCO World Heritage town, Banská Štiavnica. Participants will be encouraged 
to use tools and techniques of visual arts to develop the ability to see the 
connection between the landscape, the urban space, the community and 
their own personal approach. They will create their own street art based on 
inner stories. In the closure of the whole journey participants will take part in an 
international symposium.

The whole programme will be interwoven by participants’ original projects 
connected to their personal issues and dreams. Everything is processed 
and expressed through individually and socially beneficial activities such 
as performances, documentary films, photography exhibitions or forums.
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CONTACT & MORE

www.navigate-tours.com 
https://www.facebook.com/e4future.navigate

navigate@u4future.net

Centre for Innovative Learning, o.p.s.

An application form as well as information about 
fees can be found on our website:
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